News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke
We are very enthusiastic about preparing the proceedings from our 2018
Feminist Caucus Panel for publication and launching them in 2019 at the
next annual general meeting. Thank you to all those concerned, especially
the League which has set aside a budget to make that possible. More to come
soon. This month research results about our continuing chapbook series,
news from Penn Kemp and Bernice Lever; introductions to new members
and reviews of their books too. If you want contact me you can email the
League and they will forward the information.
https://ojs.library.ubc.ca/index.php/canlit/article/view/186474/0
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Abstract
This essay uses concepts developed by feminist theorist Sara Ahmed to explore the
Living Archives poetry chapbook series, which is published by the Feminist Caucus of
the League of Canadian Poets. Focusing on the two inaugural chapbooks (Stats Memos &
Memory 1982 and Illegitimate Positions: Women & Language 1987), this essay
investigates affective links between the Feminist Caucus meetings and their ensuing
publications. Ahmed’s descriptions of feminist hope offer a productive lens through
which to imagine the poets’ drive to archive their encounters through annual publication.
Additionally, Ahmed’s writings on feminist hope and the “particular encounter” enable a
reframing of textual moments that might otherwise be read as failure or absence.
Ultimately, this essay suggests a partial methodology for reading this rarely-discussed
series and performs a literary critical engagement with Ahmed’s feminist theory.
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News from Members:
Good morning, my friends!
This video, “Believe”, by Mary McDonald (marymcdonald.ca) is one of the fine art
multimedia animations that comprise the Augmented Reality art collaboration, River
Revery, with my poetry. A link will be included in my forthcoming book, River Revery.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FENBcHzcPUA&feature=share. The poem is

dedicated to my granddaughter, Ula.
In other news, I'm thrilled to say I'll be writer-in-residence at the Caetani Cultural Centre
in Vernon for the month of October, https://www.caetani.org/about/. I will be doing a
number of readings with dear friends in BC that month.
Meantime, September looms with all that back-to-school energy, and exciting launches in
Ottawa, Kingston and Toronto.
https://pennkemp.wordpress.com/2018/08/01/upcoming-poetry-launches/ .I hope to see
you on the road for poetry!
Hugs,
Penn Kemp
These are the books!
https://www.amazon.ca/Local-Heroes-Penn-Kemp/dp/1554832063
https://www.amazon.com/Fox-Haunts-PennKemp/dp/1987872142/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525695775&sr=1-5

BERNICE LEVER

The LCP , of course, is aware of the March/April postcard contest win of
mine! But I have had 4 other acceptances since then over the summer.
“Delicate Impact” anthology, 214pp., of The Ontario Poetry Society,
Canada for 2018, edited by April Bulmer included 4 of my poems.
World Poetry Almanac” 2015-2016 with 116 poets from 77 countries
included 2 poems of mine and a short interview. Edited by Hadaa Sendoo,
this English edition has large 240 pp., all in English. (Printed in summer
2018 but this is 3rd edition I have been in and always different poets —
many are National Laureate ones & with many more books & awards then I
have.)
Other 3 poems accepted for 2 publications by LUMMOX anthologies for
Fall 2018, edited by RD Armstrong of San Pedro, California California and

Canadian Poets of 2000+ edited by James Deahl of Sarnia,
Ontario. Lummox annual collections are over 200 pp. each, maybe 75% US
poets with international poets, too.
————————————————————————
OTHER NEWS___ I am no longer doing Freelance or Canadian Authors
editing of BOOKS! “HIRE ME” page on my website is being scrapped!
For 2nd year now—I send my 255 pp. English textbook FREE to anyone
requesting one as a PDF file!! I give them rights to recopy the file as they
wish for FREE.
JUST happy to get so many thanks and appreciation emails form India,
Africa and the UK—as they too teach ESL to 1,000’s now. Selling a few
as $10.00 CD’s was a pest. I no longer have AN House in the HOME for
income tax>> Simple poet life for me!
==============
My den a mess as I downsize my paper and mag. collection!! 6 big boxes
are to recycle shredder station already — I share recent Lit. Can. mags. with
other reading venues to share in their workshops for poets. etc. I have many
signed Can, lit. books from last 4+ decades…. Others I may give the used
book stores, etc. — as I will never get to read some of them again!!
My daughter Melanie getting some fine poems published —she is 54 now
and she will get my Can. poet collection & hope some will be future income
for her.
best wishes, Bernice
> On Aug 13, 2018, at 9:55 AM

New Members:
http://abenagreen.ca/bio/
Abena Beloved Green* uses spoken
word to create, engage, and elevate.
Her poems address cultural, social, and
environmental issues, relationships,
and reflect on everyday life as a smalltown raised, semi-nomadic, first-generation Canadian.
Abena is the third place finalist in the 2017 Canadian Individual Poetry
Slam (Verses Festival of Words) and the 2016 poetry prize winner of the
Writer’s Federation of Nova Scotia’s Nova Writes competition (formerly,
Atlantic Writing Competition). She competed in the Canadian Festival
of Spoken Word in 2011 and 2016 as part of the Halifax Slam Team. In
February 2014, Abena appeared as a guest on Ghana’s highly acclaimed
entertainment program The KSM Show. Her poem “Ice Cream” was
published in the Global Fund for Women’s Imagining Equality project
that same year. As a recipient of Ontario Arts Council’s Word of Mouth
grant she produced her debut spoken album “Beloved” which she
launched in July 2014. Her first book of poetry, The Way We Hold On
(Pottersfield Press, 2018) was released in March 2018.

Janet Barkhouse was born in Halifax, Nova Scotia, but
has lived in Prince Edward Island, Québec, and Ontario.
She went to the National Theatre School of Canada when
she was eighteen. For a decade and a half she acted
professionally, while simultaneously earning her bachelor
and master’s degree in English Literature, not to mention
becoming a parent of two terrific children.
Then came the not-unusual mid-life crisis. She moved “back home” to a
very rural part of Nova Scotia’s South Shore, and attempted to “live off the
land” with her children and new partner. It was a fairly brief attempt. Back
to school she went, this time for an Education degree, after which she taught

English in a high school near her home for almost two decades, while her
partner commuted to work at CBC in Halifax, and her children went off to
universities in Québec and Ontario.
Her most recent life change began in 2006, when she took a workshop in
writing poetry from Carole Glasser Langille. Prose soon followed, including
kidlit and creative nonfiction. This debut book of poems, Salt Fires, follows
two chapbooks of poems, Silence and Sable Island Fieldnotes, and includes
some of the poems found in each. Her website address is
janetbarkhouse.mywriting.network.
https://www.writers.ns.ca/blog/author-spotlight-janet-barkhouse.html
Review of Salt Fires, by (East Lawrencetown, N.S., Pottersfield Press,
2018) from proofsheets
The poet acknowledges those who participated in the
journey with her, in 2006, who shared travel to Banff,
Crete, and Halifax. She also credits her mentors for
"helping me understand the art of translating experience
into words and spaces".
In "Autumn" empty spaces take centre stage, this empty
old house ("Real Estate") behaves as though another
woman, as in a film noire, had interceded. An alternate
reading is "we claimed this house." ("Leaving I see") an
ephrastic poem (After Edward Hopper, Sun in an Empty
Room Oil on canvas, 1963). in "Driving to the Cottage", "You are the empty
houses".
There is an intoxicating blend, the "wild plenty", for the senses of berries
and incense, at Long Lake, the waning moon an omen ("Wet Moon"). A
variation on the four reasons offers a panoply. In summer, "astonishing
enormous zucchini,/ thorny artichokes, eggplants/ swollen purple", in fall,
"surplus squash" and the will "to prove God wrong". " ("My Father, After
Eden", from Genesis. With "Killing frosts" and the question posed: "Where
to die?" ("Shift").
An ode is described as an elaborately structured poem praising or glorifying
an event or individual, describing nature intellectually as well as

emotionally. Two such odes are: "Listen, Hummingbird" and "Little
Sparrow", in the latter, a narrator confides in the reader to "beg God to see."
See: The Sermon on the Mount, "Are not two sparrows sold for a
penny? Fear not, therefore; you are of more value than many sparrows."
(Matt. 10:29-31.
"Gaia" is the personification of the Earth and these are her offspring as
related in various myths. The imperative voice of "Catch her" catches our
attention but the problem appears to be "how to catch her" ("Gaia"). "Even
the air is hard." ("Cold") "Is this what heartless sounds like –" ("Stillborn").
"Gloom of woods" in "Aubade" is a morning love song, a song or poem
about lovers separating at dawn. "Winter: gneiss" (a metamorphic rock), of
"three men making myth", in the Adirondacks, a mountain range in New
York, similar with Banff.
Nostalgia abounds, with a Brownie Box camera, sepia tones, of their tworoom school ("The Girls in the Snapshot for my mother", May 3rd, 1930).
"Hold these girls in the cup of your hand, skin/ thin as the paper they lie on.
Your hand/ is old, you know what they don’t."
The setting changes to interpersonal relationships. "I forgot to take my pills
this morning" ("Why Not Love"); "we meet by chance on a hill" ("Years
later") " As if arson never happened."
The revelations of a tour guide for "Knossos, April, 2012" ("An Earthquake
Every Day") speaks of "Poseidon, Earth-Shaker. Sacrifice: youth for mercy.
The found texts are imbedded in this poem. " Imagine this ruin a palace,/
city of a thousand rooms, mythic labyrinth of the Minotaur." The poem
proceeds, thus, "Four thousand years past,/ how can we know? Still
earthquakes here,/ an earthquake every day."
In "The Gift", "Did Prometheus ever escape that odious eagle?" Note: The
immortal Prometheus was bound to a rock, where each day an eagle, the
emblem of Zeus, was sent to feed.
Time is to leave the place of coals, ash ("Breaking Camp"); as if this ancient
land weren’t holy enough ("Old Sfakia") The villages are in the region of
Sfakia, the southwest coast of Crete. The "She" is making a doll ("The
Tongue, the Taste") using Greek mythology, poems composed for special
occasions.

Hope was left trapped in a jar because Zeus forced Pandora to seal it up
before Hope could escape. In "Pandora" as the first and only female, she
mistakenly opened the box. In "Poppy" we enjoy a brief wild poppy, a
perennial plant.
According to the myth, Persephone only ate half of the pomegranate seeds,
although she was not to eat or drink in the underworld. The poet asks, "Did
Kore eat those pomegranate seeds, Zeus, that Jesuit, Poseidon’s oceans
rising. ("Stockholm Syndrome")
In " Savour" "My cousin’s following a Paleo diet" meant to mimic what our
pre-agricultural, hunter-gatherer ancestors ate.
According to Ovid, Narcissus was a hunter in Greek mythology, son of the
river god Cephissus and the nymph Liriope. He was a very beautiful young
man. Therefore, in "Apology for Narcissus", the poet wonders: "What did he
see,/ that beautiful boy?"
Zeus was the god of the sky and ruler of the Olympian gods. Thus, in
"Zeus", the poet asks: "is it you who lives up there in Old Sfakia?" No road/
back to Olympus. No ambrosia./ Today never ends".
"Merman" is a fabled marine creature, with the head and upper body of a
man and the tail of a fish. "About as long as my forearm, he was/once a
whole monkey and once a whole fish" (in '"Merman'"). "Mermaid" (in
folklore) is a female marine creature, having the head, torso, and arms of a
woman and the tail of a fish. Compare with "Mermaid", "She seeks songs
hidden among rocks/ on Fundy’s shore". Nova Scotia's Bay of Fundy and
Annapolis Valley region are known for beauty and tourism. In "Beloved",
"You wait for me though I forget your name."
In "Nature" " we are told that "his thin brown back/ bent over long rows,
heat rising in ripples through straw", a strong visual image, while in
"Tapestry", "He’s standing under apple trees". The poet interjects, " Once I
beat my own daughter like that, couldn’t stop," and domestic abuse is
cyclical.
The poet alludes to the species name for the North American or Canadian
porcupine, "Of Erethizon dorsatum, we exclaim, delighted ("Porcupine

Den"). " Peel Outs" is an example of a pattern (or shape poem) like
outstretched wings.
A weir or low head dam is a barrier across the horizontal width of a river
that alters the flow characteristics of water and usually results in a change in
the height of the river level. In "Weir" the scene is "Under the water’s heavy
veil, the last fish in the pound". Indeed, "The sea is swallowing". Other
images are "My mother’s voice", "Clumsy, shivering, running barefoot over
rocks". Similarly, "Dew sheets off boots" ("Promise").
The biological destiny, in "A Song for Martha", pervades: "Sing menses,
sing birth,/ sing barren, sing death". The body proper, in "Winter", signifies
that "You move into winter". In siblings, "Sisters": "Here’s the truth: I’m
afraid. You can’t do anything –". As an aside, Disney offers: "Holding court
from within her own spherical realm, Leota's disembodied head is all that
remains of the spirit who refuses to cross over." Nevertheless, the female
presence is embodied in "Aunt Leota’s Spirit": "Come soon, you smile, and
squeeze my hand." Further, "There you’ll be, laughing in "My Mother’s
Disguise".
The Biblical theme in "In Quick Grass" deals with the promise that
"Sparrows may be insignificant on earth, but “not one of them is forgotten
before God” (Luke 12:6). There is the ironic, tongue in cheek remark, "I
kneel beside her not to pray but to weed/", followed by a paraphrase,
"God sees the little sparrow fall/ quips Dad. I ignore him". The poet
concludes: "It may be a relief not to see./ The tea must be getting cold, Aunt
B says."
The poet shares insight into what a grain of sand means to God, "A Million
Grains: for Susan", so "Put your life in water and take it out –". Those are
"The salt of tears you asked me not to shed". The eulogy of "A Day of
Rivers" offers: "We take the long way back from/ the funeral". In addition,
"Like geese compelled,/ you and I, heading home".
In the wild, foals nurse until their mother gives birth to a new foal. The poet
uses this experience, in "floats a wild foal’s tail" to refer to "At tide’s turn".
The Sable Island horse, sometimes referred to as the Sable Island pony, is a
type of small feral horse found on Sable Island, an island off the coast of
Nova Scotia.

With this introduction, there are a series of poems devoted to Sable Island,
Nova Scotia. A canticle is a hymn, psalm or other song of praise taken from
biblical or holy texts other than the Psalms. In "A Canticle to Now: Sable
Island": "The sand, blonde, traces/ the story in longhand. Beauty, you read,/
terror. Line after/ line.
Of "Sable Island Speak", we learn "Here language is stark/ astonishment".
"Hung Jury, Sable Island" is where "The seals are certain – stop their siren
songs".
"Evening, Sable Island" depicts "She is on the other side of the wall" (while
"I am naming fungi" in a series of scientific names).
"Sable Island Station Report", with some pageantry, a flourish in program
music for the four seasons, recalls "This place don’t hold with shelter",
cycling through Winter, early spring, late spring, summer, and autumn.
"Remembering Sable Island" offers: "Here I sit, head in hand, ocean/ in
head, small islands of sand forming." For "Sea Song", the place is "Under
the ocean’s sparkling skin" and this note: * “hook-nosed sea pigs” is a
translation of the grey seal’s binomial nomenclature: Halichoerus grypus."
The ekphrastic poem "After" begins in "A Rorschach sworl of pelt" and ends
with "Death after the dying is done. Death/ without a name-calling." In
"Sable Fog", someone is "Putting on the skin of a horse", meanwhile "Fog/
writes, erases, rewrites you".
There are a pair of poems for Zoe Lucas, Sable Island’s resident naturalist,
entitled "Zoe's' dreams" and "What Zoe has". Dr. Lucas, a year-round
resident of Sable Island for more than four decades, shared her gift of vision
through photographs for a poetry chapbook, Sable Island Fieldnotes, also by
Barkhouse. The sales fund research on Sable Island, through the Green
Horse Society and the new Sable Island Institute.
Sable Island is an isolated and unique landform located far off the east coast
of Canada. Surrounded by the waters of the Northwest Atlantic Ocean, the
Island is exposed to winds, storms, waves and swell coming from every
direction. It is home to a population of wild horses, and supports colonies of
breeding seals and nesting seabirds. Throughout the year there are four to
five people working and living on the island. The human population

increases periodically with the arrival of researchers, artists, and other
visitors. In 2013, the island was designated as the Sable Island National Park
(Sable Island Institute Website).
Review of The Semiconducting Dictionary (Our
Strindberg) Poems, by Natalee Caple (Toronto: ECW
Press, 2010) 111 pp. paper.
The poet acknowledges “my first effort was to take the
mickey out of a modern master I thought was a monster” ;
subsequently, she admires that playwright “who was so
complicated, so full of love and hate and doubt and vanity,
genius and idiocy, violence, madness, tenderness, humiliation that s/he
became the perfect mirror for humanity.”
Thus, "The semiconducting" (from Strindberg's experiments in electricity)
and "dictionary" (from the poet) combine to express "(Our Strindberg)
Poems". According to Caple, this book has "washed up after a decade of
seachanges. My Strindberg has crossed provinces with me and become a
dear companion".
J. August Strindberg (1849-1912) was a Swedish playwright and prodigious
writer, among his plays are The Father (1887), Miss Julie (1888), and the
Creditors (1889). The reader discovers them adapted herein as: The Stupid
Father; combined Miss Julie and the Creditors; The Red Room becomes The
Red Rumour.
Strindberg bears comparison with his rival Henrick Ibsen (1828-1906) who
was a Norwegian playwright. Both were Modernists, Naturalists, and
Expressionists. Strindberg was tried for blasphemy for presenting women in
an egalitarian light but was acquitted.
Strindberg's first spouse was Siri von Essen (1877-1991) and a selection of
their correspondence from 1875-76 was published under the title He and
Her. Harriet Bosse (1901-04) was his third wife, another actress, he was 52
and she was 23. “I saw only a completely natural, kind, honourable, faithful
man—a gentleman”.
The chronology in the poetry collection is imagined about Strindberg who
begins to dress as a man and reveals her sex to von Essen, then ultimately

dies in Stockholm of uterine cancer, not stomach cancer and complications
from pneumonia. S/he passes away in the presence of a housemaid, while he
died attended by his three children and a housekeeper. In point of fact, he
had given strict instructions on how his body should be treated after his
death; only members of his immediate family were allowed to view the
body, there would be no viewing, no photographs taken and no death mask
made.
Inferno written in French is a paranoid and confusing autobiographical story
of his years in Paris and his adventure-seeking behaviour; he performed
experiments and cast black magic spells on his daughter.
He wrote pamphlets on politics and philosophy, among his wide ranging
interests were: alchemy, occultism, astronomy, Swedenborgianism. He was
a polymath, telegrapher, theosophist, painter, photographer, and would-be
alchemist. He pursued physics, gardening, natural history, anatomy, even
perpetual motion.
A traditional poem, ostensibly by “My Mother” is a fourteen-line sonnet
paired with a poem “for My Mother”, moreover “Be a Child”. His father was
a shipping agent and his mother a servant. Miss Julie was about an affair
between a high born woman and her servant.
“Smash the Poem” is exactly that, language-centred, with repetitive phrases
woven and rewoven throughout, moving from the action of “Flung” to the
“stillness” afterwards.
The Daniellian copper zinc system of a galvanic battery was one he obtained
when he was only twelve years old, conducting chemical experiments with
sulphuric acid and explosive gas (Delphi Collected Works of Arthur
Strindberg).The compilation of elements from the Periodic Table represents
a “Recipe for Heart Troubles”.
The world according to Franz (Kafka, or could be the Swedish poet Franzen)
is transformative because the persona of the poet decides “Become a man.
They have all the answers. (“Discarded”) Is this a fluid gendering, crossdressing, or simply “The Story of the Evolution of a Human Being.” A
servant girl waits “Until I can be a woman again.” Strindberg composed his
autobiographical work The Son of a Servant (1913) in reference to his act of
birth and position in the family; in the Bible “The Son who Became the

Servant” (Hebrews 5:8). “Become a man. They have all the answers”
(“Discarded”); “Until I can be a woman again” (“The Servant’s Girl”).
“Laura and the Captain” discuss a third sex. A question and answer poem
philosophically debates the existence of God. “Notes for a New Play”
alludes to Miss Julie and a Servant. The other characters are listed. The
Father by Strindberg becomes “The Stupid Father”, a scenario in which “A
mother has no rights”. The son is driven mad like his father.
Strindberg was interested in Charles Darwin’s “Origin of the Species” and
the survival of the fittest. The poem is an extended monologue on the
“Struggle for Existence”, or Slave-making instinct, including Nietzsche
whom the playwright met. Huber’s slave experiment introduced a female
servant. Natural selection provides for hybrid genders to be sterile but the
poem posits a scale or continuum from zero to perfect fertility. Then there is
assimilation of both genders by one [sic each] another.
The onomatopoeia of “Eavesdropping”, the centred “Poem from the Play”, a
solipsism, personified “Cheerful Books Believe”, and the extensive selfinterview of the playwright (dedicated to work poet Tom Wayman) are all
accomplished pieces which thrive outside of the hothouse “dreamed of in
your philosophy, Horatio.” Some of Strindberg’s research materials were
Fairy Tales, The Bible, Rousseau, Turner, Balzac, Hugo, Faust, Zola.
Guillaume Apollinaire's "The Gypsy" is the French text for Siri's poem
"trans-elated" from the French. “Siri” or Sigrid was his first wife but the
name also doubles as an Apple device. His darling “Writes a Christmas
Poem” in French. “Letter from Paris, 1883" is signed “Your August S.”
“J.W. Turner’s Will” purports to be the painter’s last will and testament. The
economy requires a “revolution” under colonialism.
The poem "I" was composed of lines from other poems that begin with the
word "I by Mouré, Wah, Marlatt, Brand, Brandt, and, of course, Strindberg.
“M” is a thirty-line list or inventory, a catalogue poem. In “Tell me, Siri”
(“Insults”) she competes for his attention, ominously now a "past-darling",
an apostrophe to and for a "troublemaker". Siri speaks (“Please”) in a pattern
of incident and forgiveness, “Ours” and “One Last Try by Siri”, followed by
separation,“She Leaves Me”, and a somewhat scholarly consideration of
“Illustrations” for “Alchemists at work”.

“Declaration” operates on a series of “if” statements or conditions. “Dear
Siri” is an apology of sorts “you are a lesbian”, but still abusive “I will erase
you”. “Dear Friend Ibsen” and following are now extended outside the
poetical texts to found elements, such as line drawings and thumb prints.
Strindberg attempted to cast spells over his “Darling Daughter” because
“You are my only friend” but not without another attempt at “Dear Siri”.
“Dear Future” and “Dear Reader” are paired poems. “She speaks now” with
“Because this book is haunted”.
A playlette poem with Marcel Proust, another Bohemian, covers off Scene
One through Scene Five. A monologue as prelude to Strindberg’s “Ghost
Sonata”, “and I the author”, but “I’m drunk” (“I Miss You”). Strindberg’s
legal issues during the course of his life inspired a naturalist tragicomedy
The Creditors (1989) which is reflected in “Dear Friend”. “Darling
Daughter” is a fable based on the I Ching. He leaves “Instructions to My
Child”. An apostrophe and ekphrastic poem “Painting of Sweden” leads to
“his/her” in a conceivably reconciled binary relationship (“Twelve Syllables
in Paris”). The father figure “Oskar” chides while the mother, a servant,
leads a circumscribed life. (“Do You Understand”)The resounding new,
newness, and anew are combined in “A New Wife” (Compare “Modern
Sins” in which we discover “A new master a new slave a new mouth a new
hole a new day”, etc. without punctuation).
Nevertheless, the woman appears as a double, a replacement, “Letter to the
Doctor After Suffering from Delusions” signed “Your August S.” Truly, for
alchemists, “our recipes must be metaphors”. (“Failures”) “Resist” is a call
to arms, “an oil of gold” (“Recipe for Heart Troubles”) along with “Excerpts
from Gold as a Remedy in Disease”, this dissatisfaction with experiments
“teaches me too little”.
The reports contain scattered numberings, titles, musings, incomplete proofs,
a “Sonnet of Chapters”. “I cried alone with my microscope” and “My
Genius is Better Than Your Genius”. Calcium phosphate from Bone Ash
perpetuates delirium. The Condemned Man practices his “Toilette”: “I
consider my errors”. The purpose of this book comes near the end, instead of
as an introduction, a symbolic displacement “[but I will survive]”. “Mirror
Painting” is suitably right-justified. “True Again” is a reunion of sorts. “My
Funeral” speaks for itself.

The illustrations are from children, except for a “Self-portrait”, a photograph
of a line drawing by the poet of a very young Strindberg, with a bandage on
his ear. To conclude, I will emphasize how Caple acknowledges Strindberg
“s/he became the perfect mirror for humanity."
Caple is the author of four books of fiction and two books of poetry. She is
coeditor of The Notebooks: Interviews and New Fiction from Contemporary
Writers. Her first book of poetry, A More tender Ocean, was nominated for
the Gerald Lampert Award for First Book. Her second novel, Mackerel Sky,
was published in Canada and in the United States. Her short story "The Price
of Acorn" was made into a short film by the same title. She lives in
Peterborough, Ontario, with her husband and their two children.
Natalee Caple wrote a critical-creative thesis for her PhD
dissertation. The creative portion of her thesis was a novel in
the Western genre, taking up Hélène Cixous’s challenge to
each woman writer to disrupt the logocentricism of traditional
narratives and to “insert herself into the text – as into the
world and into history – by her own movement.” Caple’s
novel, In Calamity’s Wake, inserts a female anti-hero into the
traditionally masculine narrative of the hero’s journey: a
woman from Alberta hunts across the badlands of Alberta and
South Dakota for the mother who gave her up for adoption –
the famous cross-dressing frontierswoman Calamity Jane.
The novel is accompanied by a critical exegesis that contextualizes Caple’s work in terms
of Canadian literature, meta-historiographic fiction, and feminist criticism. Caple’s
current research includes an interdisciplinary study of Indigenous women heroes that will
culminate in a series of graphic novels supported by teaching texts, digital archives, and
critical materials, and a literary novel about women pirates. Ongoing interests include
contemporary women’s writing, Canadian literature, the Western genre, Slipstream
fiction, and feminist theory.
/brocku.ca/humanities/english-language-and-literature/faculty/natalee-caple/

Review of hook, by Nancy Viva Davis Halifax (Montreal,
Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2015) 85 pp.
paper.
This collection begins with “Index”, a poem which
juxtaposes history (Queen Victoria, William Booth, “The
Army Marches Into Canada, c. 1882” and “The Sound of Rain—Booth, c.
1879”, an invocation) with homeless shelter workers. (See: “Intake”).
Margrit is responsible for “Medication Time — 8 A.M.” and the poet
reflects on the irony that the first lesson is “do not open the door”.
(“Margrit”) Maude (“Medication Time – 6 p.m”) appears to be a recipient,
who muses on needles and brocade. By 8 p.m. there is a queue, of Gwin
(“Gwin”) and Celeste at the back of the line. Some shelter users prefer to
remain (“Marnie & Sahs”), others are cast out (“Rita”).
There is “The Chaplain “, who attends to her lost souls, an army of women,
whose majesty and pageantry arise from watching the Royal Wedding on
television. This poem operates with a chorus component, by Christian
symbolism, at the service of “O sisters”. Piousness erupts in slaughter, in
“Prayer To Prayer To Prayer, (Grace”). The dead reappear with elegiac
sorrow and profound grieving, even the Country “Stops Breathing”.
The crochet metaphor of fine lace pervades and is closely associated with
“Chain I, II, and III” and embroidered cloth (“Double Love-Knot”) a
hundred years ago (“Butterfly Stitch”). We discover a pattern emerges
(“Hook”) to produce fine lace (“Pineapple Pattern”) for sewing up the heart
(“Nos Voisines”). There are free crochets and “hand over hand” to teach
“stitches, patterns/ a revival” due to persistence. The poet acknowledges the
work lies “in a domestic, a plain cloth”.
Some poems reflect on habitation (“House”, “The House – Imagined”,
“Homes”, “Housing Studies”, “Roommate”, “Old Hotels”, renovation, and
the regulated distance between beds. Location also matters “Lullaby–
Gardiner Expressway” and “Pigeons: Southwest Corner, 5 a.m.”, as does age
(“A Life Composed, Age Eleven”, “Twelve”, and “Thirteen”). The
collection ends with another chorus in “The Commons”, a series of twentytwo stanza units (composed of three lines in each).

Davis Halifax is associate professor in the Faculty of Health at York
University. Her experience as a witness of homelessness, poverty, disability,
and chronic illness informs her historical and contemporary understanding of
politics and systemic violence.
She attended the Long Poem workshop at the Toronto New School of
Writing. Some of the poems were published in “Writing Inequity and
Pursuing Hope: Testimonies and Witnessings from Arts-Informed
Research”, in Creative Arts in Interdisciplinary Practice, Inquiries for Hope
and Change, published by the International Journal of the Creative Arts in
Interdisciplinary Practice, 2010. Others were in the Canadian Journal of
Disability Studies, 1, no. 3 (2012).

Review of a thin line between, by Wanda Praamsma
(Toronto: BookThug, 2014) 79 pp. paper
Early in this text, “one line going this way” and
“another line going that way” is the choice to open up
the consciousness, for perception of where we are,
were, and want to be. This is expressed as “here-ing and
there-ing”, “here-here”. In relation to space, some texts are centre-justified,
others indented, with speech, commentary, and allusions out of and in
context. There are landscape, speed, opinions, the goal being
interconnectivity, when all associations ultimately reside in Oneness.
The first-person declaration of “I, too, am a door” leads to philosophical
observation, “I separate space/ I am space,/ I am a thin line between.” A
cardinal line may come wrapped. “I try to read between the lines” a wellworn phrase. A “continuous line, looping/ like the line we move along”. The
title is literal as well as figurative or symbolic, because each page contains a
footer, an elongated line, which even extends to the “Notes” at the end of the
book. There are no table of contents or list of titles, so the reader must
assume this is a long poem, with line breaks between the longer pieces. The
text is in lower case, with a few notable exceptions, such as the all upper
case “JEALOUS”, “AWARE”, “BUT BUT...MONUMENT”, “ME”, and
“YOU”; italics for emphasis and/or secondary sources, specifically
translation from the Dutch of De deur (the door) and De andere namen (The
Other Names) by Bert Schierbeek; with the onomatopoeia of stuttering or
sputtering letters, as well as printer’s notations, such as “(blank page)” or

indications of tone “wat zeg je? (high pitch)”, and breath pauses (“pause”)
are exhalations repeatedly. The word “opportunity”, for example, is
purposely syllabicated.
The participants are: “the invisible mom” (perhaps a pun on Invisible Man),
a judgmental father, parents, grandparents, other family members and/or not
family, foreigners, all potentially profiled: “on linkedin on facebook on
twitter”.
A co-worker points out that, on the news desk, “you’re a poet”, because the
task of headline writing is very similar, at least “a smooth finagling of
words”. Prose may be dancing on the page, instead of plotted historical
fiction. Ellipsis, erasure, deletion, revision, and rewriting are all par for the
course.
The poet adopts and adapts texts, from Mavis Gallant, on the difference
between journalism and fiction coupled with the parallel statement of
“between without and within”. However, the writer or poet expresses an
admission, “I sometimes think I can’t go back”, to the generative, whether
without or within.
She promises (or is promised) that, “If you make a book/ ...your new
sentences will come up”. Indeed, near the end, “we arrive at a middle point”,
nearly disappearing, and the rhetorical question, “since/ is there really only
one language in all of us?”.
Praamsma has published poetry in ottawater, 17 seconds, The Feathertale
Review and non-fiction in the Toronto Star. She has worked, studied, and
lived in –or traveled to– many places. This is her first book of poetry.
Review of Holding Up the Sky, 33 Paintings and Their
Poems, by Valerie Losell (Victoria: Friesen Press, 2018)
104 pp. paper.
In the Author’s Note: “Holding Up the Sky”, she refers to
this collection as an anthology, with her painting in
watercolours, and composing in the compressed form of
poetry, from original artwork based in therapy when she
was recovering from traumatic brain and spinal cord injury. The Table of
Paintings and, consequently, the poems are organized in three sections

“2013-2014 Everyday Mercies One”, “2014-2015 Everyday Mercies Two”,
and “2017 Everyday Mercies Three”. The therapy days (once-a-week)
extended over six years.
The poems are all centre-justified and arranged on the right-hand side of the
book opposite an accompanying poem. Losell demonstrates her own reliance
on vision and feelings, in an ekphrastic poem on Van Gogh, Gauguin’s Mont
Sainte Victorie, Daubigny’s garden. She turns to totems: Raven, Bear, and
Chief at Lake Simcoe. “Bandit” is about a neighbour’s aging tabby cat now
on “the downward spiral/ of his days.” More of feral feline (“Nap Time”)
The surface was exchanged for eros (“Distracted by Love”). Of the
wilderness and wildlife, the iconic “The Maiden and the Birch”, a proud,
elder’s “I Used to be a Dancer”. There is relaxation of “A Walk by the
Lake”.
In the second part, “Autumn Pond” and the seasonal round, “The North
Wind”, with an image of St. Michael and the Dragon. There is the rainforest
and moulded resin (“Canadian Planter”).
For “Just Before Freeze Up”, or in Winter walks, the summer lake is
missing, but she recalls the “First Taste” of the season. A boy gone
(“Launched”), or rocking (“Safe Harbour”). Nature (“Abandoned Bounty”)
abounds.
In the third section, trees are “Backyard Beauties” likened to Heartwood:
Poems for the Love of Trees (the new League chapbook) and we aim to
protect the right of water (“Sacred to Our Mother”). “Ex(mas) Tree” are
doomed to become mulch. The poet favours “Grandpa and infant Gabe, and
how “Love Endures”.
“Another One Bites the Dust” applies to demolition. “After the Earthquake:
Greek Collage” is based on her study of Greek culture, from 1977-2017. She
lived in Athens, at a time when she understood where she was raised was “ a
country so new as to be barely conscious of itself and its own history”. “Ode
to the Town Pool” reminded me of the public pool we enjoyed each summer
because Lake St. Louis was so polluted (I was raised in Pine Beach, on West
Island, Montréal). Truly, children enjoyed the fun despite, the high chlorine
count. No mermaids need apply for life-guarding.

Review of Bone Dream, by Moira MacDonald
(Toronto: Tightrope Books, 2009) 95 pp. paper.
The nearest to a title poem would be “Bishop’s Bones”,
about the sacred relics and an unrelenting stare. In “Small
Bones”, the father carries his son. Seduction (“Sexy
Bones”). In “Cross-legged: Sitting Bones” the Dolomite peaks pervade. “I
feel the ice thaw”. Further, “Bones need breath” (“After a terrible fall”).
Bones “cool as porcelain” (“Foot Roots”)
In “Fingers & Toes” we encounter Cupid, Psyche, and Aphrodite. A
daughter feels diminished by her father’s sermons (“Hope”) but seeks the
comfort of a female principle (“Sky”) who is distracted (“Double Vision”).
A prepubescent girl anticipates marriage (“A World Too Far”). “The Haptic
Sensibility” deals with the sense of touch (“to lay hold of”) from an
unpublished essay “Opening the Stone (2002)”, by Mike Roman.
The riverbed of muscle and bone (“My Dance Teacher’s Feet”), a fortress
creating a divide (“The Plié”); big boobs and bare bums (“Dance-skin”),
where menstruation is unwelcome (“The Enchainment: A Test Launch”).
Embalming occurs “from perilous pose to perilous pose”, amid allusions to
Cleopatra and the Egyptian god Anubis. The wing bone (“The Knot”). In
“The Promise”, there are seven sections, beginning with family experiences,
such as her father’s unfairness, a first kiss, car shopping after learning how
to drive. “Yesterday’s doll” opens the way to “what’s left of her dreams”.
Part two “A Bite of Flesh” ensures that resistance should prevail (“Make-Up
Mirror”). Persephone and Demeter compete (“Bed sheets”). Demeter scrubs
Olympus’ kitchen floor (“Wedding Makeover”).
“Jackie O” an icon appears in “A Study of Pink”, a salmon “as she”. The
sacred is satirized (“The Pope & Snow White”); an angel (cake) “her wing
tips form” (“Meringue”). A mother or a lover (“The Artisan of Hair”); sweet
flesh to eat (“Holy Mackerel”); a fish simile (“Vesica Piscis”). She feigns
gills and gill-camouflaging (“Unhooked”), while tossing him back (“LightGreen Toss”). She appears oblivious (“Curiosity”) but sensitive to mother,
grandmother, and self who miscarries (“Glass Light Thaw”). “Mizuko Jizo"
are found in Buddhist temples and personify lives lost through miscarriage
or abortion (and they relieve some of her grief). The shadow floor prompts

her (“After Her Funeral, My Friend’s Suit”). At a funeral she shares (“Our
Legacies”).
In the third section, “Waking” is a right-side justified poem based on a
comparison between Hannibal and an elephant calf. A stampede of elephants
(“Life on Parole”), A poem on Oedipus and his daughter Antigone deals
with her knees and elbows (“Trespass”). How to die, whether Jesus and
mother Mary, she and her married lover. “Rejection” is slim as a four line email. Mozart’s Requiem and “I offer the stone a prayer”, for the Palliative
Care Worker. X-rays are only one of the “Rituals of Healing”).
“Synchronicity” is another.
An Inuit carving, the hunter’s prayer, beckon. (“At the Antiques Show”).
Lazarus offers instructions (“Does the Body End?”). The pike position
resembles apostrophes (“The Deep Bend”). The shadow-longing (“Limbic
Muse”). Jackie O reappears, along with Persephone, the wife of Hades, a
myth about abduction and love in the underworld and Thetis, a sea nymph,
in the Styx River (“White Blossom Toes”). Synchronicity calls. She never
refuses an autograph (in a found poem, based on a Globe & Mail article,
June 1998). Athene, goddess of wisdom and the Thracian princess, in an old
portrait, not my Grandfather but her grandmother (“The Orgasm–1916”) .
In “The Pose”, the position she will assume (“Yoga’s Ritual”) may be the
demarcation of the ice fields and fissures (“Cross-legged: Sitting Bones”) .
The “pelvic rim”, “rock bottom” of climbing, leads to spine, flesh, and
pelvis (“Four Sketches of a Sacrum”). “Once hollow, she is now a home.”
The poet draws on her study of classical ballet and modern dance,
presumably yoga too, for skin shedding, and “Yoga Quartet”, in which four
corners are fulsomely explored.
MacDougall is the Poetry Editor for The Literary Review of Canada. She
lives in The Beach in Toronto, Ontario. Her second manuscript Vanishing
Acts will be published March 2019 by Pedlar Press in Toronto. She has had
poems published in literary magazines and journals across the country.
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Cynthia Sharp is a poet, educator, and fiction writer who thrives on
interdisciplinary collaboration and peace education. She has been broadcast
internationally and published on every continent. She received two
honourable mentions in the 2017 Cecilia Lamont Poetry Contest, placed
third in The Royal City Literary Arts Poetry Contest in 2015, and was a
finalist in The West End Writers poetry contest in 2010. Her work can be
found in many literary journals and has been nominated for the Pushcart
Prize and the Best of the Net Anthology. She is the author of the prose poetry
novel The Light Bearers in the Sand Dollar Graviton and the editor of
Poetic Portions, an anthology of poems and recipes honouring Earth Day.
She is delighted to be part of the vibrant literary scene in New West and the
Greater Vancouver Region. In her spare time, she enjoys walking the sea
wall in the exquisite natural beauty of the west coast.
Celeste Snowber, PhD is a dancer, poet, writer and educator who is an
Associate Professor in the Faculty of Education at Simon Fraser University.
She has written over 50 publications in the area of embodiment and artsbased research and her books include Embodied Prayer and Landscapes of
Aesthetic Education and Embodied Inquiry: Writing, living and being
through the body. She has published her poetry in a variety of venues,
including educational journals and literary journals and has authored one
collection of poetry, Wild Tourist published by Silver Bow Press and is the
co-author with Sean Wiebe of a collection of poetry; Blue Waiting published
by Acorn Press in 2017. Blue Waiting was recently short listed for the Prince
Edward Island Book Award. Celeste creates site-specific performances of
dance and poetry in the natural world and was the Artist in Residence at the

UBC Botanical Garden for two years creating and performing dance and
poetry out of each season. She is presently working on a collection called,
Beneath the Skin of Plum Black, which explores her Armenian heritage.
Celeste lives outside Vancouver with her husband and is a mother of three
amazing adult sons. She can be found at www.celestesnowber.com.
Wild tourist: Instructions to a wild tourist from the
divine feminine. (New Westminster, B.C.: Silver Bow
Press, 2016)

Blue waiting. (Charlottetown, PEI: Acorn Press, 2017)
https://www.sfu.ca/education/facultyprofiles/csnowber/publications/books.ht
ml

VIOLENCE NO MORE
The Rise of Indigenous Women
Wanda Nanibush

In Violence No More, Wanda Nanibush offers a personal,
political and historical account of violence against
Indigenous women, children and two-spirited people. Nanibush connects the
struggle for a national inquiry to the larger context of colonial violence from
the state, from non-Indigenous men and within Indigenous communities
where the trauma has turned inward. An informal and lively history of
Indigenous women’s activism, Violence No More maps the colonial routes
and roots of this tragedy while also showing the massive, consistent and
persistent resistance to it. Following the path of many Indigenous women
before her, Nanibush offers potential solutions to the continued colonization
of Indigenous bodies through violence.
Wanda Nanibush is an Anishinaabe-kwe image and word warrior, curator,
and community organizer from Beausoleil First Nation. She is currently a
guest curator at the Art Gallery of Ontario and touring her exhibition The
Fifth World. Nanibush has a master’s degree in Visual Studies from the
University of Toronto and has taught doctoral courses on Indigenous history
and politics at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of
Toronto. She has published in many places including the books Women
in a Globalizing World and This is an Honour Song, as well as catalogue
essays on Jeff Thomas, Adrian Stimson, Rebecca Belmore and more. She has
organized round-dances, candle light marches, concerts, teach-ins and more
as part of an Idle No More group in Toronto. She continues to work in
defense of women, children, land and water.

PRACTICING FEMINIST MOTHERING
Fiona Joy Green
Practicing Feminist Mothering explores the realities of
feminist mothering for both mothers and their children.
It scrutinizes the discourse of motherhood by examining
the material spaces that feminist mothers create to
struggle with patriarchy. By developing concepts of
matroreform and motherlines, this book provides a
powerful perspective on mothering as a central aspect
of feminism.
$21.95 CAD/USD • 232 pp • 8.5 x 5.5 x 1
1-894037-54-5 • 9781894037-54-9
Feminism & Feminist Theory/Women’s Studies/Motherhood
November-11

INDIANLAND
Lesley Belleau

Indianland is a rich and varied poetry collection. The
poems are written from a female and Indigenous point of
view and incorporate Anishinaabemowin throughout. Time
is cyclical in this collection, moving from present day back
to first contact and forward again. Themes of sexuality,
birth, memory, and longing are explored. Images
of blood, plants (milkweed, yarrow, cattails), and petroglyphs recur, and
touchstone issues in Indigenous politics are addressed, including Elijah
Harper, Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women, forced sterilizations, and
Kanesatake.
Lesley Belleau is an Anishnaabekwe writer from Ketegaunseebee Garden
River First Nation (Ojibwe), near Bawating/Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.
Lesley lives in Peterborough where she is completing her PhD in Indigenous
Studies at Trent. She also has an MA in Creative Writing from the University
of Windsor. She has sat on arts juries and won numerous writing grants and
academic awards, including from the Canada Council and Ontario Arts
Council. In interviews, Leanne Betasamosake Simpson lists Lesley as a
talented emerging Indigenous writer. Tethered to the steely artifact of
colonial progress and entrenchment, later marked in iconic text written by
her own people in her own home, Indianland is a place of sensuous and
unflinching relationality. A queen of poetic imagery and imaginary, reading

Lesley Belleau is reading an other-worldly traveler who returns to feast us
with exquisite formulations of the Anishinaabe landscape and heterosexual
womanhood. Indianland is a woman who steps deeper, digs deeper and
concedes nothing of her being. We are better for it.—Waaseyaa’sin
Christine Sy.

TALKING TO THE DIASPORA
Lee Maracle
In a career that has spanned more than a quarter century, Lee Maracle has
earned the reputation as one of Canada’s most ardent and celebrated writers.
Talking to the Diaspora, Maracle’s second book of poetry, is at once
personal and profound. From the revolutionary “Where Is that Odd
Dandelion-Looking Flower” to the tender poem “Salmon Dance,” from the
biting “Language” to the elegiac “Boy in the Archives,” these poems
embody the fearless passion and spirited wit for which Maracle is beloved
and revered.
Lee Maracle is one of our greatest gifts. Always smart, smooth and full of
sly smiles, Maracle’s latest, Talking to the Diaspora is a beautiful collection
of thoughtful, rhythmic gems. Poetry is so lucky to have her back again.
—Katherena Vermette, Governor General award-winning author of North
End Love Songs
Poetry/Native American/Canada • October-15
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